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Abstract: Localization of a single fluorescent particle with sub-diffraction-
limit accuracy is a key merit in localization microscopy. Existing methods 
such as photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM) and stochastic 
optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) achieve localization 
accuracies of single emitters that can reach an order of magnitude lower 
than the conventional resolving capabilities of optical microscopy. 
However, these techniques require a sparse distribution of simultaneously 
activated fluorophores in the field of view, resulting in larger time needed 
for the construction of the full image. In this paper we present the use of a 
nonlinear image decomposition algorithm termed K-factor, which reduces 
an image into a nonlinear set of contrast-ordered decompositions whose 
joint product reassembles the original image. The K-factor technique, when 
implemented on raw data prior to localization, can improve the localization 
accuracy of standard existing methods, and also enable the localization of 
overlapping particles, allowing the use of increased fluorophore activation 
density, and thereby increased data collection speed. Numerical simulations 
of fluorescence data with random probe positions, and especially at high 
densities of activated fluorophores, demonstrate an improvement of up to 
85% in the localization precision compared to single fitting techniques. 
Implementing the proposed concept on experimental data of cellular 
structures yielded a 37% improvement in resolution for the same super-
resolution image acquisition time, and a decrease of 42% in the collection 
time of super-resolution data with the same resolution. 
© 2013 Optical Society of America 
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1. Introduction 
Fluorescence microscopy is the most popular technique used in biological imaging 
applications [1,2] due to the capabilities to target and modify specific single proteins within 
the host organism. However, the resolution of a visible light microscope is limited by the 
phenomenon of diffraction [3] to length scales set by the Rayleigh criterion to approximately 
half the wavelength of the light [4,5]. Due to this limitation, any object smaller than the 
microscope resolution will appear as a diffraction-limited spot with a point spread function 
(PSF) given by an Airy function. The desire to observe biological structures and functions at 
length scales smaller than the diffraction limit has led to the development of super-resolution 
techniques that enable imaging intracellular structures with sub-diffraction-limit accuracy [6–
8]. 
Single molecule localization microscopy techniques, such as PALM [9] and STORM [10], 
use optical control to activate a sparse subset of fluorescently tagged proteins in which the 
PSF of each individual activated fluorophore does not overlap with that of its nearest 
activated neighbor. This allows for the determination of the position of individual probes to a 
much higher accuracy than conventional optical methods. The cycle of activation, imaging, 
and photobleaching is repeated until all the fluorophores are exhausted, or a sufficient number 
of them have been localized, and the measured molecular positions are then plotted to 
generate a composite image [11]. 
In super-resolution microscopy, ultraprecise localization is usually accomplished by 
fitting the diffraction-limited image of individual fluorophores to an ideal PSF using 
algorithms such as non-linear least squares [12,13], and maximum likelihood [14]. These 
methods can provide precision down to ~10nm, limited primarily by the number of photons 
collected from each particular fluorophore [15,16], and have been used to great effect in 
single particle tracking as well as in other imaging related applications. In these techniques, 
reliable localization of a single fluorescent molecule requires both a sufficient number of 
photons (N) in the measured PSF, and that the activated molecules be spatially separated by a 
distance greater than several times the width of their PSFs [17]. Overlapping PSFs in standard 
localization algorithms are generally discarded; this requires that the activation density remain 
low across the field of view, which increases the composite image acquisition time [18]. To 
address this problem, several methods have been recently developed with the aim of 
localizing overlapping PSFs. One utilizes a maximum likelihood technique with increasing 
numbers of point sources within the recorded PSF in the localization algorithm and is built for 
graphics processing unit (GPU) analysis, and as such is relatively fast – the analysis time is 
on the order of minutes [19–21]. Another paper uses a statistical deconvolution technique that 
iterates through the observed PSF with a guess-work of overlapping PSFs. This approach is 
very slow and requires ~10 times more computation time/frame than the other methods of 
single-emitter fitting [22]. 
The problem of overlapping PSFs in super-resolution microscopy also affects the ultimate 
spatial resolution of the composite image. In particular, the achievable spatial resolution is 
determined by the localization density (i.e., the density of successfully localized spots) in 
addition to the precision of each localization [17,18,23]. Using conventional localization 
algorithms, when the number of photons emitted by the fluorophore is relatively low or the 
spots are closely spaced, the localization density decreases since many regions of interest 
(ROI: areas on the image that map to actual fluorophore locations on the sample) are 
discarded in the analysis. Thus, high localization precision, high labeling density, and near-
unity localization efficiency of those fluorescent labels are all needed to achieve the best 
possible spatial resolution. Here, we demonstrate a nonlinear image-factorization algorithm 
designed for two distinct but related purposes: to suppress image noise associated with low 
signal levels (poor photon statistics) and to differentiate image features associated with 
different contrast levels. This approach increases spatial resolution and image acquisition 
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speed both by requiring fewer photons to achieve the same localization precision and by 
allowing for a higher density of activated fluorophores during each acquisition cycle. 
The aim of this algorithm is effectively to sharpen the edges of the PSF from a single 
point source. This sharpening will simultaneously allow isolated fluorophores to be localized 
with higher precision (for a given number of photons), and two overlapping fluorophores to 
be effectively isolated such that each can be localized to high precision. Usually, spatial 
denoising techniques can be divided into linear and nonlinear approaches [24]. Mean and 
Wiener filters [25] are two classical linear solutions which simply mask an image using the 
local statistical measurements of pixels. At the same time, they also blur the edge. On the 
contrary, nonlinear filtering technologies have the advantages to preserve the edge and fine 
details. One such method is a multiscale renormalization algorithm which produces a fused 
image by nonlinear recombination of the ratio of low-pass (ROLP) pyramidal decompositions 
of the original images [26]. Another method is a cyclic algorithm for shadow removal based 
on pulse-coupled neural networks (PCNN), an image processing algorithm derived from 
biologically-grounded cortical models that addressed the experimental findings of stimulus-
induced synchronous bursts of pulse activity [27,28]. The PCNN-based factorization is an 
efficient image-processing tool for noise smoothing and elementary image segmentation that 
operates on local image patches. However, these methods are mathematically intractable and 
have a high computational complexity. The adopted method is a non-linear algorithm, which 
improves contrast at the PSF edges without increasing spurious noise. In particular, our 
method uses the K-factor transformation, which decomposes the image into hierarchical 
contrast-ordered factors whose joint product reconstructs the original pattern [29]. The K-
factor decomposition divides the image pattern into factors where noise elements are distinct 
from those containing the image structure of interest. In this decomposition, the first few 
components, which have the highest contrast depth, contain mainly the desired image 
information while the higher orders contain mostly noise components. The K-factor algorithm 
is applied to raw image data prior to emitter localization, and does not add much 
computational complexity nor processing time, requiring only fractions of a millisecond per 
frame. Furthermore, the proposed method reduces the total number of individual frames that 
are required for the reconstruction of the final image, thus reducing the overall computation 
time. 
The paper is organized as follows: First, the theoretical background for imaging single 
molecules, the mathematical background for nonlinear filtering algorithms, and the K-factor 
transform are presented. Second, numerical simulations for a variety of parameters inherent in 
the K-factor algorithm are presented and fully discussed. Third, the proposed algorithm is 
applied on experimentally acquired images to validate the approach. 
2. Theoretical background 
For an aberration-free imaging system, the diffraction-limited point spread function 
corresponding to a single point emitter (i.e. fluorescent label) is given by an Airy function 
[30]. Near the peak, this function is approximated by a Gaussian, which is mathematically 
simpler [31]. The measured intensity of the diffraction limited spot is given by the acquired 
data together with photon shot-noise, background noise created most commonly by out-of-
focus fluorescence, charge coupled device (CCD) readout noise, dark current, and extraneous 
fluorescence in the microscope. The model for the intensity at (x,y) of a fluorescent particle 
located at (x0,y0), is given by [17]: 
  
   
2 2
0 0
2
x x y y
2σ
B shot2
N
I x, y e η η
2πσ
  

    (1) 
where N is the total number of photons collected from the fluorophores' label by the image 
acquisition system during the measurement period, σ is the standard deviation of the 
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Gaussian, that is given by setting the e
1
 point of the intensity model to be equal to the 
Rayleigh radius, ηB is a Poisson distributed random variable with variance Nb that describes 
the background noise (assumed constant across the field of view), and ηshot is a Poisson 
distributed random variable that describes the shot noise with a mean equal to the square root 
of the total intensity in each pixel [32]. In the absence of aberrations, the values will be equal 
and given by [33]: 
 
0.6 λ
σ
2N.A.

  (2) 
where N. A. is the numerical aperture of the objective and λ is the wavelength of the emitted 
light. 
In existing localization microscopy methods, the assumption is that two fluorophores must 
be spatially well separated to achieve minimal penetration of the tails of one PSF into the 
other. The detection of each PSF is accomplished by establishing an intensity threshold value 
that distinguishes background from signal and determining whether a certain PSF exceeds this 
value. If so, the data is fit to a model of a Gaussian profile with a single peak. If the two PSFs 
are in close proximity such that the saddle between them is higher than the threshold, they 
will be indistinguishable and be considered as one, resulting in an increased localization error. 
To mitigate these errors, ROIs exhibiting elongated (asymmetric) intensity profiles are often 
discarded from the sample set, effectively reducing the sampling density. Thus, the ability to 
reduce the saddle between two overlapping PSFs will allow for fewer discarded point sources 
in the localization algorithm, while also allowing for faster data acquisition rates. 
3. K-factor algorithm 
The K-factor algorithm is an image factorization [24,29] technique, which reduces an image 
into a nonlinear finite or infinite set of contrast-ordered pseudoimage factors whose joint 
product reassembles the original image. 
The K-factor transformation of an image I(x,y) can be described mathematically as: 
    n
n 1
I x, y f x, y
M

  (3) 
where M is the number of factors that reconstruct the image, and fn are the pseudo image 
factors that when multiplied together reconstruct the image and are given by: 
  
 n1 k g x, y
nf x, y
n n1 k



 (4) 
where the parameter k controls the contrast depth at each level with a value is between 0 and 
1, and gn is a binary image computed as: 
  
 
 
n 1 n
jj 1
I x, y 1
1
1 k, f x, y
0 .
ng x y
OW




 


  (5) 
The factorization algorithm is an iterative process that is based entirely on the depth of 
contrast. The choice of k orders the image into different contrast depth factors. A small value, 
close to zero, will give large contrast steps and produce a spatially coarse version of the image 
with relatively few factors, while a value close to unity produces an image version with fine 
geometrical details with a larger amount of factors. 
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For each n, the function gn that represents each pixel in the image is set to be either 1 or 0 
according the threshold set by k. This will set the value for the factor fn. The original image is 
then divided by the factor fn and this sets the threshold for the next iteration of gn. As a result, 
the first few factors exhibit the largest depth of contrast, and mostly contain the desired image 
information along with details related to image distortion. Since the desired image 
information and distortion details generally exhibit different contrast levels, they typically 
separate into distinct factors, allowing for their differentiation. Random spatial noise usually 
falls into the higher-order factors, due to their lower contrast levels. 
The K-factor algorithm produces a set of contrast-ordered factors, which when multiplied 
together according to Eq. (3) will reproduce the original image with high fidelity, provided 
appropriate values of k and M. If, however, the running product is truncated at a lower-order 
factor fh, where h<M, then those image components with lower contrast levels (i.e., mostly 
noise) will be de-emphasized in the reconstruction. In addition to noise, the truncated high 
order factors might also contain some fine spatial information associated with low contrast 
levels. Thus, we multiply the truncated product by the original image to restore some of these 
fine spatial details: 
      
1
, , ,
h M
h n
n
R x y I x y f x y


   (6) 
where Rh(x,y) is the truncated reconstruction. The optimal choice of the parameters k and M, 
as well as the number of factors h in the truncated reconstruction, depends entirely on the 
nature of the image, rather than on a pre-chosen spatial scale, and therefore it is determined de 
novo for each application. 
Figure 1 illustrates the influence of the K-factor transform on a noiseless image containing 
two PSFs separated by a distance of 3σ~600nm. The K-factor parameters are k = 0.9, M = 48, 
h = 8. It is clearly seen that the overlap between the two PSFs was reduced. 
 
Fig. 1. Image of two PSFs separated by a distance of 3σ~600nm . Before the K-factor 
transform (black) and after the K-factor transform (red). 
The proposed technique is an added step during the conventional PALM routine as 
illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The suggested super-resolved image acquisition technique begins with 
single frame acquisition using repeated cycles of activation and imaging of the activated 
fluorophores followed by bleaching to minimize the presence of already visualized particles 
in posterior acquired images. The frame is passed on to a computer program like MATLAB 
software package (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA), where it is applied with the K-factor 
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algorithm. The next step is the localization of the activated fluorophores using methods of 
single emitter fitting. Reconstruction and creation of the super-resolved image is done by 
summing the molecular images across all frames. 
 
Fig. 2. Super-resolution image acquisition steps for conventional PALM (a) and acquisition 
steps for the K-factor algorithm (b). Conventional PALM acquisition is divided into three 
independent steps: frame acquisition using repeated cycles of activation and imaging of the 
activated fluorophores followed by bleaching to minimize the presence of already visualized 
particles in posterior acquired images. Localization of the activated fluorophores using 
methods of single emitter fitting. Reconstruction and creation of the super-resolved image by 
summing the molecular images across all frames. The K-factor analysis adds a step prior to the 
localization and is applied to each frame using computer software. 
4. Simulation results 
To evaluate the performance of the K-factor transformation routine and its impact on 
localization precision, Monte-Carlo simulations were used to generate mock data sets with 
two emitters in each set. In these simulations the model was a fluorescence source with λ = 
540nm that was imaged through an objective lens onto a CCD camera. The model matches 
the parameter of the Zeiss Axiovert 200 microscope using a 63x objective, 1.2N.A. water 
immersion objective lens. Each pixel on the CCD sensor array had dimensions of 6.45μm × 
6.45μm, which translates to 102nm × 102nm in the image plane with the 63x objective. 
Background noise was introduced by adding a sample from a Poisson distribution with the 
parameter Nb. Shot noise was introduced by adding a Poisson distribution with parameter that 
is the square root of the total intensity of the light at each pixel. The value for σ in the model 
used for the PSF was calculated from Eq. (2) to be 191nm for the given imaging parameters. 
Gaussian fitting was performed on both the raw simulated data and K-factor filtered data. 
Each image contained a randomly positioned fluorophore, which was fit using the non linear 
least-squares minimization routine lsqnonlin in MATLAB to fit a model of the form of: 
  
   
2 2
0 0
2
x x y y
2σ
psf 2
N
I x, y e
2πσ
  

  (7) 
where N,σ, x0 and y0 are all fit parameters. The algorithm initially detected the position of 
each particle as the pixel with the highest intensity in its region, and preformed a fit by taking 
9 × 9 pixels around this initial location [34]. The fit produces the best estimate of the position 
of that particular fluorophore, and the process is repeated many times yielding a set of L 
localization positions  x i, i) that can be compared with the known positions (xi,yi). The root 
mean square (RMS) localization error is computed for both the raw and K-factor filtered 
simulated data: 
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    
2 2
1
1 L
rms i i i i
i
yerr x x y
L 
    
  
  (8) 
The position of the each fluorophore, the distance between fluorophores, the number of 
arriving photons N, the background noise parameter Nb, the K-factor parameter k and the 
number of harmonics h, were allowed to vary. All analysis was performed in MATLAB. 
A crucial aspect is the choice of the parameter k, and thus it was carefully determined after 
numerous simulations and iterations, to result in a reliable decomposition of the image. The 
simulated image contained two PSFs separated by 3σ~600nm. The k parameter varied 
between 0-1. Additional noise was not introduced in order to reach maximum correlation and 
maximize the k parameter. For each k value, the maximum correlation between the 
reconstructed image and the original image was calculated using the corr function in 
MATLAB (as shown in Fig. 3 (left y axis)), and also the number of factors needed for 
achieving maximum correlation (as shown in Fig. 3 (right y axis)). 
 
Fig. 3. Maximum correlation between the reconstructed image and the original image of two 
PSFs separated by a distance of 3σ~600nm, as a function of k values (left y axis). Number of 
factors needed for maximum correlation as a function of k values (right y axis). 
It is clearly seen that for lower k values, the correlation is less than 75%, and therefore the 
residual error is relatively large, whereas for higher k values, the correlation can reach 100%, 
which means full reconstruction. A value of only k = 0.9 yielded a correlation of 100%; thus 
a higher k value would not additionally contribute to image reconstruction. It is also evident 
that the higher the k value, the more factors are required for the full reconstruction, as is 
predicted by theory, and full image reconstruction results in a longer computation time. Due 
to this tradeoff between correlation and the overall number of factors, users with 
computational considerations can choose to work with a lower image correlation, for example 
a correlation of 95%, with k = 0.5, where the number of factors is only 10. This will result in 
a smaller improvement in resolution in the reconstructed image when compared to using a 
value of k = 0.9. 
Another key merit is the number of harmonics that the reconstructed image is multiplied 
by, and its effect on the overlapping of neighboring PSFs. The first factors in the 
decomposition contain most of the signal’s information, where the higher-order factors 
contain mostly the noise. By multiplying the data with the first harmonics that contain most of 
the signal data, the signal intensity increases and can be discriminated from the noise. 
Simulations were carried in order to find the number of harmonics that contain only the signal 
for different k values. Empirically, the formula that describes the number of harmonics that 
contains only the signal: 
 
1
6
h n   (9) 
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where n is the number of factors needed for achieving a correlation of 100% with the original 
image prior to the decomposition, for a given k. Figure 4(b) presents the influence of the 
number of multiplied harmonics on the RMS error in localization as a function of distances 
between centers for k = 0.9, n = 48. The lowest RMS error was obtained for h = 8 calculated 
according to Eq. (9). The signal information contained in these h = 8 factors equals 91% of 
the entire signal information. A lower value of h results in a reduced impact of the algorithm, 
since not all the signal components were enhanced. For the end case of h = 0, the 
reconstructed image equals the original image and the error equals the predicted value for the 
least squares algorithm [17]. Increasing h also decreases the effect, since both the signal and 
the noise were enhanced, and the algorithm's influence becomes negligible. For the end case 
of h = n, the error returned is the same as for h = 0. 
Figure 4(a) illustrates the relation of the K-factor transform and h on overlapping PSFs 
according to Eq. (9) for a relatively low k = 0.4 (red) and for high k = 0.9 (blue). In such a 
scenario, the PSF degradation is due to the overlap of the PSFs with each other, and in order 
to present the influence of the algorithm on closely spaced PSFs, no additional noise was 
added. The saddle was reduced by 56.1% and 54.2% respectively. However, the lower k 
distorts the image and reduces the effect of improved localization. 
 
Fig. 4. (a) The K-factor effect on overlapping PSFs for k = 0.4 (red) and k = 0.9 (blue). (b) the 
influence of the number of multiplied harmonics on the RMS error in localization as a function 
of distances between centers for k = 0.9, n = 48. 
The shot noise is a Poisson random process with rate that depends on the total number of 
photons detected. It is proportional to N, as can be seen in Fig. 5, e.g. an increased number 
of emitted photons results in a more accurate localization precision [35]. Figure 5 compares 
the results of the least squares fitting process applied to raw data (black line) and applied to 
raw data that underwent processing with the K-factor algorithm (red line). It is clearly seen 
that applying the K-factor algorithm on the raw data followed by the least squares fitting 
process, resulted in localization error of ~3.5nm for a high photon count and for a distance of 
3σ, an error that is lower than the predicted localization accuracy for the least squares 
algorithm by itself [17]. The reason for this is due to the influence of the algorithm on the 
reduction of the σ of each PSF. It narrows the width of the PSF, while allowing for the 
isolation and localization of overlapping PSFs. For example, in Fig. 4(a), applying the K-
factor technique yielded a reduction in σ, by a factor of 1.5, which results in a localization 
RMS error that is lower than N. 
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Fig. 5. Error in localization as a function of detected photons, distance between particles 3σ 
~600nm, without background noise. The simulation contained 1000 Monte-Carlo iterations. 
The background noise variance for each pixel is a parameter, marked by Nb, that can be 
measured experimentally and therefore is considered to be known [36], and varied in our 
simulations between 0 to 10 photons. We calculated the improvement (%) in localization 
error according to: 
 100
original K Factor
original
RMS RMS
Improvement
RMS

   (10) 
The results can be seen in Fig. 6. For a distance of 3σ  ~600nm), at low Nb of 0-2 photons, the 
improvement was 40-50%, and with the background increased up to Nb = 10 photons, the 
improvement reaches up to 85%. For low photon counts, the improvement in localization 
accuracy is the most pronounced, and for fluorophores with lower photon yields, such as 
fluorescent proteins, this will produce the most dramatic improvements in localization 
accuracy. Since our proposed technique is aimed for reducing noises, the higher the 
background noise is, the higher the improvement in localization over existing methods. The 
improvement is achieved due to the high noise discrimination capabilities of the deshadowing 
algorithm. 
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Fig. 6. The improvement in detection using the K-factor algorithm as a function of detected 
photons, for different background noise photons Nb. The distance between particles was 3σ 
~600nm. 
As can be seen in Fig. 7, without background noise, at close distances of 2.5-4.σ and with 
a low photon count, the improvement in detection of each spot can reach up to 85%. At larger 
distances, the obtained improvement is reduced to ~5-20%, depending on the photon count. 
 
Fig. 7. The improvement in localization using the K-factor algorithm as a function of the 
distance between florescence centers for different number of photons N, without background 
noise and with k = 0.9, h = 8. 
5. Experimental results 
Single molecule imaging experiments were performed in an epi-fluorescence microscope 
setup consisting of an inverted microscope (Zeiss Elyra P.1, Carl Zeiss Microscopy Inc.), 1.46 
N.A. total internal reflection (TIRF) objective, 642nm diode laser, and an electron multiplying 
CCD camera Ixon (897, Andor Technologies PLC.) with EM gain set to 200. The epi-
fluorescence filter setup consisted of a dichroic mirror (650nm, Semrock) and an emission 
filter (692/40, Semrock). The sample chamber was mounted in a 3D piezostage (P-737 
PIFOC Specimen-Focusing Z Stage, Physik Instrumente). 10,000 images were taken in a 
TIRF configuration at 40frames/second. Frames were 512 × 512 pixels with an effective pixel 
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size of 99.8nm. The K-factor technique was tested experimentally by imaging microtubules 
from BSC-1 African green monkey kidney epithelial cells (American Type Culture 
Collection-ATCC). These cells were cultured and stained with Alexa 647 phalloidin 
fluorescent probes, using Abcam rat antibody to tubulin, ab6160 as the primary antibody, and 
Invitrogen Alexa Fluor® 647 Goat Anti-Rat, A-21247 as the secondary antibody. Cell culture 
methods were standard cell culture techniques for primary/secondary antibody labeling 
methods. The peak emission wavelength of Alexa 647 is 671nm. Image pre-processing of the 
raw data that contained noise filtering and application of the K-factor algorithm on each 
frame was performed using MATLAB. The localization and the reconstruction of the super-
resolved image was done in ImageJ [37] using QuickPALM plugin [38]. 
The fluorescence data included individual frames in which pairs or larger groups of 
fluorophores were simultaneously activated and produced a data set with overlapping 
molecules (Fig. 8(a)). The reconstruction of the final super-resolution PALM image was 
achieved using extracted data from 10,000 frames. The K-factor method was performed on 
each of the 10,000 individual frames followed by the same localization and reconstruction 
procedures to construct a super-resolution image. By applying the K-factor algorithm on each 
individual frame (Fig. 8(b)), areas with overlapping molecules became distinguishable (Figs. 
8(d), 8(f), 8(h)) compared to the original image (Figs. 8(c), 8(e), 8(g)). 
 
Fig. 8. Individual PALM frame without processing (a) and after K-factor processing(b). 
Marked regions is where the difference can be clearly seen. (c),(e) and (g) is the magnification 
of the marked areas in (a). (d),(f) and (h) is the magnification of the marked areas in (b). 
The proposed method's performance was tested as follows: first a conventional PALM 
analysis was performed on the data (Fig. 9(a)), in which frames that contained overlapping 
emitters were localized (Fig. 9(b)). Subsequently, the K-factor algorithm with parameters of k 
= 0.9, n = 48, was applied to the data (Fig. 9(d)) followed by the same single molecule fitting 
technique (Fig. 9(e)). As can be seen from the fitting process using both the conventional 
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PALM and the K-factor algorithm in (Fig. 9(b) and 9(e)), when neighboring molecules were 
in close proximity, like in the upper section of the image, the K-factor routine enabled the 
identification of two overlapping molecules, whereas in its absence, only one molecule was 
identified. Figure 9(c) and 9(f) show the cross section of the dashed line that passes through 
the center of the overlapping two emitters with σ = 195nm in the upper part of the image of 
Fig. 9(b) and 9(e) respectively. As can be seen, applying the proposed method prior to the 
localization reduces the saddle of overlapping PSFs and enables their localization. 
 
Fig. 9. Single molecule fitting process preformed on individual frames of conventional PALM 
(Upper row) and on frames preprocessed by the K-factor algorithm (Lower row). (b) is the 
magnification of the marked area in (a). PALM analysis (blue circles) localize 2 emitters. (e) is 
the magnification of the marked area in (d). K-factor preprocessing followed by PALM 
analysis (red crosses) localize 3 emitters. (c) and (f) show the cross section of the dashed line 
that passes through the center of the overlapping two emitters with σ = 195nm in the upper part 
of the image in (b) and (e) respectively. 
In order to create the fully reconstructed image, all the single emitter estimations of 
individual frames were summed, using both the unprocessed images and the K-factor 
processed images. The use of the K-factor algorithm enabled the extraction of data that 
otherwise would have been discarded from each frame, which resulted in the ability to 
reconstruct the full image with fewer frames than the conventional PALM image. To quantify 
the reduction in number of frames that require the full reconstruction using the K-factor 
process, an iterative approach was used. First, the correlation coefficient between the two 
images was calculated for a total number of 10,000 frames used for the reconstruction. Then, 
for this given correlation coefficient, the number of frames in the K-factor reconstruction 
process was reduced, until the point where the correlation coefficient decreased by 5%. This 
was set to be the lowest number of frames needed for the full reconstruction in comparison to 
the conventional PALM. 
Using the K-factor algorithm, only 5,735 frames were required for the full reconstruction 
of the image (Fig. 10(b)) whereas conventional PALM analysis required 10,000 (Fig. 10(c)). 
Taking only 5,735 frames using the conventional PALM produced a less detailed image 
estimation with gaps in locations where there was a high density of overlapping emitters (Fig. 
10(a)). Taking 10,000 frames using the K-factor algorithm resulted in a sharper image 
estimate, due to the higher accuracy in localization (Fig. 10(d)). 
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Fig. 10. Reconstruction of imaging data from Alexa647 labeled microtubules sample without 
processing and using the K-factor algorithm prior to the localization. Images in the upper row 
represent reconstructed image using 5,735 frames and those in the lower row represent 
reconstructed image using 10,000 frames. (a,c) conventional PALM analysis. (b,d) K-factor 
algorithm applied to raw data followed by conventional PALM analysis. 
The effective resolution of the reconstructed image was measured using the method of 
Fourier ring correlation (FRC) [23,39]. FRC evaluates the degree of correlation of two 
independent reconstructions of the same object in frequency space and determines the 
resolution threshold (the spatial frequency) at which both reconstructions are consistent and 
considered to be resolved. Reconstruction using 10,000 individual frames without additional 
processing resulted in effective resolution of 55.74nm, whereas taking the same amount of 
frames and using the K-factor algorithm additional processing yielded a resolution of 
43.21nm. When taking only 5,735 frames, the resolution obtained without additional 
processing was 80.16nm, compared to 55.15nm with the K-factor algorithm processing. The 
use of the proposed method in comparison to conventional PALM analysis improves the 
resolution of the obtained image. In addition, the same effective resolution of a given super-
resolution image can be obtained using the proposed method with a lower number of frames, 
and as a result, decreases image acquisition time while increases the sampling density. For the 
experimental results presented, acquisition of each frame of an Alexa647 labeled 
microtubules image with a field of view: 51.1μm × 51.1μm takes 40ms. For an effective 
resolution of ~55nm, the amount of individual frames required for the generation of the super-
resolution image was 10,000 using conventional PALM, in comparison to 5,735 individual 
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frames using the K-factor algorithm. The use of the K-factor processing enabled the decrease 
of 42% of the total super-resolution image acquisition time for the same resolution. The 
penalty is the increase in processing time, which is 0.3ms per frame in a simple PC (HP 
Compaq Elite 8300 Microtower PC with Windows 7 professional 64 bit operation system, 
Intel® Core i5-3470 processor, 3.20 GHz, 12 GB RAM). 
6. Conclusions 
Implementation of an image decomposition K-factor algorithm on images acquired by 
fluorescence microscopy techniques like PALM and STORM, prior to the fitting process, 
allows for the analysis of images with a higher density of activated fluorophores per frame, 
thereby offering an increase in the image acquisition speed. In addition, it can improve the 
precision of localization of individual fluorophores. 
The proposed method was compared to localization performed by standard methods of 
single molecule fitting, such as least-squares fitting and maximum likelihood. In the 
simulation section, data fitting was performed using the method of least-squares, while in the 
experimental section, the fit was performed using both methods. The technique showed 
maximum impact and effect on closely spaced fluorescent spots, such as two neighboring 
PSFs overlaping extensively. This paper examined the effects of changing the parameters of 
the K-factor algorithm, such as the depth of contrast k, the number of factors needed for 
achieving maximum correlation for a given k and the number of harmonics as a function of 
the distance between particles, the number of arriving photons and the background noise 
parameter. 
The best way to appropriately choose parameters for working with the K-factor algorithm 
is first determine the k parameter that yields the best reconstruction of the image in terms of 
maximum correlation, and subsequently derive the parameters n and h. Our validation studies 
using simulated and experimental data showed that the K-factor algorithm can increase image 
collection time of super-resolution data by 42% while maintaining the same image resolution, 
or improve the obtained resolution by 37% for the same total super-resolution image 
acquisition time (provided the sample still has active fluorophores). Therefore, the method 
can be a useful tool for fast single molecule fitting super-resolution microscopy techniques 
operating at high density, allowing for an increase in activated fluorophore density (in units of 
μm2) of ~50%. 
When comparing the performance of the K-factor algorithm to the two multi-emitter 
fitting methods presented in the introduction section, both techniques – utilizing a maximum 
likelihood technique for GPU analysis and statistical deconvolution – do not improve the 
obtained resolution of the super-resolution image as does the K-factor method, and are aimed 
at reducing the number of frames needed for acquisition by factor of ~5 and ~8 respectively. 
The multi-fitter method has an analysis times on the order of minutes, similar to the K-factor, 
whereas the statistical deconvolution method requires ~10 times more computation 
time/frame than standard methods of single-emitter fitting, and in total does not decrease 
image acquisition time, as the K-factor technique does. 
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